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Introduction 

The present work, developed in collaboration with CNH Industrial, is aimed at studying passive safety 

protection against rollover in agricultural tractor by means of explicit non-linear finite element simulation. 

The selected vehicle is the New Holland T5, a medium size, open field tractor, equipped with a 

suspended cabin. 

The thesis begins with a description of the actual situation in Italy concerning accidents in agriculture 

and forestry. This analysis, supported by different papers and INAIL data, points out that the tractor 

overturning is responsible for a consistent part of the registered casualties: about 120 deaths per year 

are directly related to rollover events. After an overview of law and regulations regarding the installation 

of Roll Over Protective Structures (ROPS) and their influence on driver safety, the discussion shift to 

type approval criteria and testing. Then, an accident analysis is carried out, investigating possible risk 

factors. This research is also the basis of the following work since it allows to better understand scenarios 

in which rollover events occur. 

Passive safety FE simulation is not commonly used for agriculture vehicle design and verification; 

therefore, the fundamental goal of this work is to build a reliable and accurate model of a tractor for the 

Radioss explicit solver which could then be exploited to investigate various loading condition. The 

process started from some submodel already available within the Company which were adapted for a 

crash analysis.  

The third step of the present work is to find and study the correspondence and divergence between 

lateral and rear rollover analysed with the FE model with the OECD homologation prescriptions.  

The simulation is then refined, introducing a rigid-body dummy: this allows to understand how and 

where an occupant would impact on the structure and the contribution of the restraining system. 

Particular attention is given to the dummy behaviour during the rollover inside the cabin: some specific 

simulations are utilized to determine the location of the dummy at the impact. 

In conclusion, the most critical aspect and risk factors are depicted, reporting possible solutions to 

reduce occupant injuries. 

This activity is inserted in a wider Company view: it can be the starting point for the adoption of a 

new approach to passive safety in agricultural machine, oriented toward safer and safer vehicles. 
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Chapter 1 Rollover in agricultural tractors, 

current situation 

Agricultural tractors are a large family of specialized vehicles adopted to facilitate the demanding 

task of cultivating land. In Italy the estimated a population of tractor is 1,75 million, third biggest in the 

world, after USA and Japan. [1] 

In recent years, agriculture-related fatal accidents (“green deaths”) are about 160 per year. The 

tractor stands out in terms of victims, as depicted by the annual report of Italian National Institute for 

Insurance against Accidents at Work (INAIL): in 2016, 146 injured and 137 deaths related to tractors 

were registered (Figure 1.1). Therefore, the report goes deeper analysing each kind of tractor accident, 

pointing out that rollover is by far the most common cause with 108 victims and 102 hurt, representing 

the 52% and 36% of the total (Figure 1.2). The observed trend is, unfortunately, almost constant along 

the years (Figure 1.3). 

 

Figure 1.1 Accidents in agriculture, year 2016 [3] 
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Figure 1.2 Accident involving tractors by type, year 2016 [3] 

 

Figure 1.3 Tractor rollover casualties, 2008-2016 [1] 
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Moreover, from 2005 it is compulsory to install driver restraining system (two-point seatbelt) on new 

tractors [3].  

Across Europe, two virtuous examples in term of ROPS installation are Germany and United Kingdom 

which adopted very quickly the prescription of the European community, extending their mandatory 

presence of also to in-use tractors and putting big effort in the retro-fitting campaign, which they 

completed in 1978 and 1976 respectively. Nowadays, in UK and Germany the average is about 10 

fatalities and registered a sharp decrease in the period immediately after the law adoption (Figure 1.4 

and Figure 1.5) [5] 

 

Figure 1.4 Fatal accident by tractor overtuning in Germany (1969-2010) [4] 

 

Figure 1.5 Fatal accidents by tractor overtuning in UK (1956-2003) [5] 
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 Italy coped with the tractor rollover problem with the guideline “L’installazione dei dispositivi di 

protezione in caso di ribaltamento nei trattori agricoli o forestali” by INAIL, implementing the D.lgs. 81/08 

and extending application of ROPS to more and more vehicle categories, specifying detailed instruction 

for manufacturers and owners for retrofitting. 

The D.lgs 81/08 states that every new registered tractor must have a protection against overturning, 

and the protective structure must limit, in real working condition, overturning related risks with: 

- A structure with the aim of avoiding overturning of more than 90° 

- A structure that protects the occupant, ensuring the presence of sufficient vital space around 

the occupant(s) in case of rollover for more than 90° [7] 

From this definition, the INAIL guidelines develops methods and procedures to build and mount 

ROPS on all type of tractors, with a particular attention to two different subsystems working together to 

fulfil the requirements imposed by the law: a rigid protective structure (the previously mentioned ROPS) 

and a restraining system, with the aim of keeping the occupant inside the clearance zone. 

Furthermore, for what concerns in-use tractors, the central point is the D.lgs 285/92 “Nuovo codice 

della strada”: this laws, when was released, delegated the regulation for the retrofitting of ROPS to a 

future law prescription [10]. To this day, deadlines and requirements are contained in the D.I. 80 

28/02/2019 and summarized in Table 1.1. From this data it is manifest why in Italy the majority of tractor 

is devoid of protective structures. The influence of this fact will be analysed in the following. 

Vehicle registration date Deadline 

Before 31/12/1983 30/06/2021 

between 01/01/1984 and 31/12/1998 30/06/2022 

between 01/01/1996 and 31/12/2018 30/06/2023 

after 01/01/2019 5 years after registration 

Table 1.1 deadlines for agricultural tractor servicing [11] 

1.2 Protective structures 

The use of tractors concerns a large range of activities; therefore, protective structure must adapt 

to many different working conditions. These vehicles are in fact utilized in various terrain from vast open 

field to very narrow and rough vineyard.  

As a consequence, the INAIL reference guideline, defines three main categories of ROPS (Figure 

1.6):  

1. Front rollbar 

2. Rear rollbar 

3. Four pillar frame  

The first and second solution are generally adopted for small and narrow track vehicles, while the 

four pillar frame is most used for medium size vehicle. 

Moreover, also the suspended cabin should be included in this list and is, by far, the most complete 

solution and it is almost always present in medium to big tractors. 
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Figure 1.6 Different types of ROPS: rear and front two pillar and four pillar structures [8] 

In addition, in more recent years, different solutions were studied for vehicles used in orchard or 

greenhouse: these tractors must work in very narrow tracks and sometimes with low vertical space. Two 

main technologies were implemented to meet these requirements: CROPS (Compact Rollover 

Protective Structure) and foldable ROPS. The first one consists in a low-profile structure (or even a 

complete cabin) developed with particular attention to its overall dimensions (Figure 1.7). The other 

possibility is to install a foldable structure (Figure 1.8). Anyway, this arrangement requires the manual 

intervention of the worker to pull up or down the protection, often resulting in a non-utilization of the 

system. In order to overcome this issue, an interesting proposal is to install an automatic pull-up system 

which activates when a possible rollover is sensed (AutoROPS [1]). 

 

Figure 1.7 Tractor with CROPS in a vineyard [9] 
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Figure 1.8 Foldable ROPS used inside a greenhouse 

1.3 ROPS homologation: OECD code 4 

Italian law states that homologation protocol should follow procedures defined by the European 

Union directive 74/150/CEE. 

Therefore, the reference regulatory entity for agricultural tractors is the Organization for Economic 

Co-operation and Development (OECD) which publish codes of standard defining target in terms of 

passive and active safety, noise, and vibration for agricultural tractors. In particular, Code 4 describes 

requirements for Roll Over Protective Structures in term of sustained forces and absorbed energy. 

OECD code 4 defines a clearance zone, based on the position of the driver (and eventually 

passenger) seat(s). This envelope is defined geometrically and is used to ensure repeatability of the test 

and an objective criterion for test result evaluation (visible in Figure 1.9). 

OECD test consists in a series of quasi-static loads applied on the protective structure. The 

regulation specifies targets of absorbed energy. During the test the tractor body is fixed to the ground 

and supported so that the tires do not withstand any vertical load (retaining blocks are positioned under 

front and rear axle as in Figure 1.11) 

Forces and procedures depend on the class of tractor. The New Holland T5, object of this study, 

falls in the category of tractor with mass higher than 600 kg, posterior track larger than 1150 kg and 

with more than 50% of the mass on the rear axle. The procedure described in the following it is relative 

to this group of vehicles. 

1.3.1 Front, rear and side horizontal loading 

In order to ensure occupant protection in different condition, the regulation specifies that subsequent 

loads should be applied to the protective structure: force has to be applied to the first structural member 

that would impact first the ground during an overturning event on the side, front or rear. A stiff beam of 

defined dimension is used to deploy the forces: it is pushed against the structure until a threshold of 
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absorbed energy is reached. Then the load is kept constant for 5 seconds. Figure 1.10 represents an 

example of a ROPS under testing. Absorbed energy reference values are reported in Table 1.2. 

Front E = 0,35M1 [J] 

Rear E = 1,4M [J] 

Side E = 1,75M [J] 

Table 1.2 Energy treshold for horizontal loading 

1.3.2 Crushing test 

The crushing test is realized both at front and rear. The load is applied using a beam that is positioned 

in correspondence of the front or rear uppermost structural element so that the force is passing through 

the longitudinal middle plane of the vehicle. The force is slowly increased until 𝐹 = 20𝑀  and then 

maintained for 5 seconds. Again, the deformation of the tested equipment is reported. A schematic view 

of the test setup is reported in Figure 1.11. 

1.3.3 Acceptance criteria 

For a protective structure, the test can be accepted only under the following conditions, both during 

and after the load application procedure: 

- No infringement of any part into the clearance zone  

- The clearance zone must still be inside the protective structure 

- There is no risk that the occupant remains trapped by any structural member 

 

Figure 1.9 Lateral load setup scheme with reported clearance zone envelope [17] 

 
1 M represents the mass of the vehicle 
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Figure 1.10 Protective structure under rear load test 

 

Figure 1.11 Front crushing test [17] 

1.3.4  Seatbelt anchorage performance 

In addition, the certification authority prescribes static loading for the seatbelt attachment points. A 

tensile force of 4550 𝑁 shall be applied in a forward and upward direction at an angle of 45º ± 2º to the 

horizontal and then 2225 𝑁 should be applied in the rear and upward direction (Figure 1.12). Forces 

should be split equally between anchorages. The text is accepted and passed if there are no failures 

allowing the release of the seatbelt system, anchorages, or seatbelt adjustment. 

 

Figure 1.12 Test setup for seatbelt ancorages [17] 
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1.4 Incident analysis 

Given that tractor rollover has a high weight on agricultural fatalities, it is necessary to deepen the 

analysis, considering which are possible influencing factors and study circumstances leading to rollover 

events. It is relevant to underline that the human error is almost always the trigger event, rather than a 

mechanical failure. 

1.4.1  Protective strucures 

Firstly, it is now interesting to analyse the relation between the presence of ROPS and death in case 

of rollover: in Figure 1.13 stands out how most victims are related to vehicles not equipped with any 

protective structure or with removed protection (77% of the total). 

In recent years, new registrations are about 19000 units/year [6], which means that the rate of 

renewal is less than 1% (respect to the 1,75 million total tractors, as reported before). As said before, 

the regulation imposes deadlines for retrofitting just in recent years, this explains the considerable 

amount of tractor with no protection despite their mandatory presence by law. 

It is relevant to notice that apparently the cabin is less safe than two pillars rollbar, nonetheless 

suspended cabin is usually installed on larger and heavier vehicles which are intrinsically a more severe 

condition in case of overturning. 

In conclusion, it is fundamental to fit tractors with a protective structure against rollover, increasing 

driver chance of survival and to spend energies to study passive safety of these vehicles, with the aim 

of reducing work-related injuries. 

 

Figure 1.13 Deaths caused by tractor rollover by type of ROPS installed [1] 

1.4.2  Driver’s age 

Farming is a heavy work and older people are more subjected to physical fatigue, which can result 

in distraction or poor attention to driving, increasing the risk of incident. In general, several studies agree 

on the potential negative impact of fatigue on safety, concluding that it leads to reduced alertness, 

especially for elder people [14],[16]. 
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In accordance with that, the InforMO report by INAIL underlines that in agriculture the age class with 

the highest registered injuries is “over 65 y.o.” (33.8%), followed by “51-65 y.o.” with 29.2%. In other 

sectors, the most represented class is “51-65 y.o.” with 33.3% of the cases, while for “over 65 y.o.” a 

significantly lower number of accidents was registered. [12] 

From Figure 1.14 emerges an increasing trend of injuries with age among all workers which is then 

reversed for “over 65”. On the contrary, in agriculture, injuries keep rising. In fact, most companies of 

the sector are family owned, meaning that the tendency is to keep working even after the normal 

retirement age.  

 

Figure 1.14 Comparison between agriculture workers injured and other categories by age classes 

(2018) [12] 

1.4.3  Overturning accident scenario 

The paper “A Survey on Fatal Accidents for Overturning of Agricultural Tractors in Italy” [15] collects 

data about tractor incidents and correlates them with the kind of terrain where they took place. Figure 

1.15 reports the distribution of incident in Italy divided by regions. The data are normalised with 10000 

acres of UAA (Utilised Agricultural Area) of each region.  

Puglia, Sardinia and Sicily are the regions where farming is most present (Italian Agricultural Census, 

2010) but are marginally affected to fatal rollovers, while regions with the higher incident frequency are 

Liguria and Abruzzo. 

It is then possible to correlate the type of terrain with the number of incidents. So, in Figure 1.16 the 

same data are referenced of 10000 acres of UAA classified as hills or mountain. It should be noted that 

several regions (Abruzzo, Liguria, Marche, Molise, Trentino Alto Adige, Umbria and Valle d’Aosta) have 

all their agricultural area classified as hill or mountain, while for other regions the incidence of rollover is 

increasing on sloping terrains. Veneto stands out with a ratio of 40 deaths per 10000 ℎ𝑎 of non-plain 

terrain. On average, the ratio is increasing from 8.6 to 12.9 narrowing the study to just hill and mountain 

areas. 

It is possible to conclude that the presence of sloping terrain is critically influencing the possibility of 

overturning. Usually, most incidents happens while travelling across the slope, while another relevant 
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part is the presence of a trailer. These factors lead to about 75% of lateral rollover and a 20% of rear 

overturning [13].  

 

Figure 1.15 Rollover related casualties by region per 10000 ha of UAA (2008-2014) [15] 

 

Figure 1.16 Rollover related casualties by region per 10000 ha of hill or mountain UAA [15] 
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Chapter 2 Methodology 

In previous sections the highly negative impact of tractor rollover on agriculture-related work injuries 

was described. Within this framework, CHN Industrial decided to start a new approach towards passive 

safety in tractors, choosing to expand methodologies and criteria normally applied in automotive and 

commercial vehicles also to agricultural vehicles, exploiting the know-how about FE impact simulation 

already available inside the company. 

This thesis work is inserted in this view and studies the behaviour and effectiveness of passive safety 

in the New Holland T5 tractor, both in lateral and rear overturning, by means of FEM explicit simulation 

of realistic rollover. This trend is taught to be a milestone in the field of tractor passive safety, opening 

the way to even more automotive-like passive safety solution, such as airbags or   

As a consequence, the fundamental core of this thesis work is the building of a reliable full vehicle 

model that then can be exploited to analyse different scenarios. The model was made for the Radioss 

solver for nonlinear explicit simulation. 

The present work is articulated in two different phases, corresponding to the main functions of the 

cabin: firstly, it is examined if the cabin is able to stop the rollover, avoiding a complete overturn, without 

infringing in the clearance zone. In the second place, a simplified dummy model is positioned inside the 

cockpit, investigating the belt effect and what are possible critical zones which could injury the occupant. 

 

Figure 2.1 Picture of New Holland T5 tractor 
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2.1 Definition and nomenclature 

Before starting the model discussion, it is useful to define a common terminology and state what is 

the reference frame adopted in this work. 

2.1.1 Reference frame 

The principal reference frame is built as follows: the origin is at the intersection between the 

longitudinal middle plane and the posterior axle. The x axis is oriented forward, the y axis is pointing up 

and, therefore, the z axis lies on the posterior axle, oriented towards the right side of the vehicle (Figure 

2.2). 

 

Figure 2.2 Reference frame 

2.1.2 Symbols 

Symbol  Description 

wb wheelbase 

t track 

w tractor total width 

m mass 

g gravity acceleration (9,81 m/s2) 

Iii Moment of inertia around axis i 

𝜔 Angular velocity 

Table 2.1 symbols 

2.1.3 Subscripts 

Subscript  Description 

o Initial condition 

us Unstable equilibrium point 

i Impact 

Table 2.2 subscripts 
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2.2 FEM model 

FE simulations are already used in this field, anyway, up to now, full vehicle models are not used, 

since the legislation does not require any physical test on a full tractor. Usually, the main use of finite 

element analysis in this field is for static verification or eigenfrequency analysis. As a consequence, some 

submodels were already available across the company and were used as a starting point for the full 

vehicle model assembly. However, they derive from implicit linear analysis, hence it was required to 

convert them for explicit non-linear analysis. This phase was characterised by the workflow depicted in 

Figure 2.3. 

Full vehicle model building workflow

1 If necessary, according to complexity of the component

Remesh, increasing

element size1

Conversion of weld elements:

- From 2D shell elements

- To 1D 3 node rigid elements

Conversion of 3-layer 

solids to 1-layer TSHELL

Quality index

Submodel semplification

Geometry or

Kinematic joints 

(steering, hub, front axle)

Tractor model assembly

Positioning and 

orientation of submodels

Connection between

subsystems

Added masses

Model non-linearities

Introduction of material

plastic laws

Setting of appropriate 

falirue modes

Contact interfaces

 
Figure 2.3 FEM model creation workflow 

2.2.1 Submodels 

Firstly, the several submodel are observed and, if necessary, remeshed in order to increase elements 

size. This is an important aspect, especially when the original mesh is coming from eigenfrequency 

analysis, since usually very little elements are used to better approximate the exact shape of components 

(a relevant aspect to obtain reliable reults). In the presented case, on the other hand, is necessary to 

find the correct trade-off between computational cost and accuracy. Moreover, a coarse mesh can be 

used for rigid component, such as the driveline2 or part that are unlikely to contact with other part nor 

the ground (e.g., the tank). However, it is relevant to check that the elements are not too deformed. 

Another aspect that can be simplified are the welding seam between different parts. The present 

study analyses a vehicle already in production, therefore, weld seams were dimensioned and verified 

during the design phase. Moreover, in order to correctly model the mechanical behaviour of the seam, 

specific experimental data are needed. For these reasons, the 2D elements are replaced by 1D rigid 

elements (Figure 2.4). This is a conservative choice, inducing higher stresses in neighbouring elements. 

 
2 Since its low influence on the rollover behaviour, the driveline is modelled as a group of rigid bodies, as 

detailed in the related chapter in the following 
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Anyway, if this simplification will lead to problems in the welding seams during the simulation, it will be 

possible to come back to the original solution. 

In the following it is reported a brief description of each submodel and its peculiarities.  

 

Figure 2.4 Conversion of weld seam2D elements (left) to RBODY elements (right) 

2.2.1.1 Battery 

This tractor is equipped with two different batteries. In order to include their contribution to the total 

mass, the corresponding masses were assigned respectively to the blue and the yellow cases (Figure 

2.5).  

In the upper part there is an example of TSHELL elements usage. Usually, shell elements are 

recommended when the thickness of the part is significantly lower than the mesh size. Here, instead, 

this two dimensions are comparable. Furthermore, it is important to accurately model the brackets 

connecting the driveline (screwed to the vertical green element) and the cabin suspensive system, which 

is fixed to the hole in the ochre component (Figure 2.5). TSHELL are 8-node elements, used to model 

thin solid by means of one layer of hexahedron, resulting in a more precise evaluation of stress and 

displacement across the surface respect to traditional shell elements. 

Attached to the battery case, there is also the terminal part of the exhaust pipe (lemon-green in 

Figure 2.5) 

Comp 1 Comp 2 

Weld seam Rbody elements 
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Figure 2.5 Battery case submodel 

2.2.1.2 Tank and left ladder 

The fuel tank is positioned in the left hand side of the vehicle, below the cabin. It is fixed to the 

driveline with a very stiff bracket which contains also the housing for the cabin suspension system, 

similarly to the battery submodel. The plastic tank is “clamped” between this bracket and the ladder by 

a system of metallic belts.  

 
Figure 2.6 Tank and left ladder 

TSHELL elements 

Battery 

cases 

Cabin suspension housing 
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2.2.1.3 Driveline 

The driveline submodel is the second biggest in terms of number of elements, after the cabin and 

accounts for about 50% of the total mass. Due to the mission of the tractor, the driveline is an extremely 

stiff and robust assembly. Furthermore, because of its position in the lower part of the vehicle, its 

contribution during an overturning event is very limited. On this basis, the driveline can be taught as 

rigid. Anyway, this approach needs to be verified, checking that the present assumption is not 

oversimplifying the problem. Consequently, the driveline is modelled by a group of rigid shells, connected 

by means of BEAM elements, representing the bolts.  

This strategy represents a very good compromise in term of computational cost and simulation 

fidelity to the real case. In addition, it gives the possibility to review the forces between the various 

component during the impact, giving the possibility to eventually switch them to deformable components 

where needed. 

On the other hand, component modelled with this methodology, have a significantly reduced mass, 

since just the external shape is present. To overcome this problem, masses are distributed to each node. 

The criteria followed for this process is to obtain the same mass, same centre of gravity and comparable 

inertia with the real driveline assembly. 

 

Figure 2.7 Driveline submodel 

2.2.1.4 Hood 

The hood submodel is characterised by the presence of several glue and spotweld elements. Both 

these typologies are modelled by means of spring elements and are used to connect component without 

any shared node. Moreover, the correct kinematic behaviour is guaranteed by a couple of hinges and 

the lock. By the way, the use of kinematic joint will be detailed in a devoted chapter. 
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Figure 2.8 Hood submodel 

2.2.1.5 Tires 

The only available data about tires and rims geometry was the CAD file. Since the rim is an almost 

constant thickness part, the midsurface was extracted and meshed with 2D elements. Element thickness 

was obtained directly from the CAD model. For what concerns tires thread, a simplified smooth surface 

is used. Tread and shoulder thicknesses are set in order to obtain the correct weight. The model is 

reported in Figure 2.9. 

 

Figure 2.9 Tire FE model, section and lateral view 

2.2.1.6 Cabin 

The first component which will contact the ground is the cabin. Therefore, this submodel is, by far, 

the most complex and accurate. Inside the company it is available a very detailed model, used for 

structural verification (Figure 2.10). The model is adapted for a nonlinear analysis with SHELL weld seam 

conversion to RBODY elements (Figure 2.11).  
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Figure 2.10 Cabin submodel 

 

Figure 2.11 Particular of a welding seam modelled by RBODY elements (in red) 

2.2.1.7 Right ladder 

For the sake of completeness, also the right ladder is added: a realistic model is needed to obtain a 

correct inertial behaviour. In Figure 2.12 it is depicted the described model, integrated with the battery 

case. 
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Figure 2.12 Ladder integration in the battery submodel 

2.2.1.8 Seat 

Inside the cabin it is positioned and fixed the seat. This submodel was already used for an explicit 

analysis and therefore is ready to be integrated in the vehicle and will have an important role in the 

second phase of this work with the introduction of the dummy (Figure 2.13). 

 
Figure 2.13 Seat model 
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2.2.1.9 Clearance zone 

OECD test code 4 defines the shape and position of the clearance zone. In this model it is 

represented by a rigid shell and allows to easily check if any structural member enters in its envelope 

(see chapter 1.3). 

 
Figure 2.14 Cabin with the geometrical envelope of the clearance zone (purple) 

2.2.1.10 Platform 

Lastly, the impacting surface is defined: it consists in a flat plane, modelled by 2D elements. All the 

platform nodes are part of the same rigid body, which is constrained in all six degrees of freedom. Since 

this is a rigid body, the mesh size is not important, and elements can be extremely large (about 450 

mm). The result is a very light but effective model, reported in Figure 2.15. 

 
Figure 2.15 Platform model 
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2.2.2 Assembly 

The various submodel are integrated in a unique vehicle model. In Figure 2.16, it is possible to see 

the complete vehicle model, coloured by subassembly. Firstly, the main focus is the correct relative 

positioning of each part, adjusted by means of translation and rotation directly in Hypermesh. Then the 

attention moves to the existing connection between them. Screws and bolts are modelled by appropriate 

rigid elements, under the same assumption used for weld seams at the beginning of the chapter: the 

objective is not to verify the vehicle at a component level but to analyse the overall behaviour. As 

explained in chapter 2.2.1, introducing fake stiffness in the junction is a conservative approach.  

 

Figure 2.16 Assembled tractor model, coloured by submodel 

2.2.2.1 Kinematic joints 

A further significant aspect to be considered is the correct kinematic behaviour of the model, 

introducing the proper joints and hinges which are modelled by means of spring elements with ideal 

characteristics. In this specific case, springs are modelled with 1D, 2-node, 6 degree of freedom 

elements (three translational and three rotational). This means that it is possible to define a different 

stiffness characteristic for each direction and rotation. 

Two types of joints are modelled: hinges and universal ball joint. In the first case, it is necessary to 

define a spring with very high stiffnesses in all three translational DoF, while the rotation around the 

spring axis is left free. The endpoints of the spring are connected by means of rigid spider to the 

appropriate connector.  

In Figure 2.17 it is reported an application of the described methodology. The vehicle is equipped 

with a tilting hood; therefore, it is necessary to constrain the movable part in the correct way: in the 

upper part, two springs parallel to z axis are used to represent the hinge. The lock is considered blocked, 

hence the pin acts as a hinge parallel to its axis.  
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Figure 2.17 Hood with hinges model, full view and particular 

The same approach is used to decouple the rim and wheel assembly from the axle; thus, it makes 

wheel spinning possible. This aspect is relevant especially in case of rear rollover where the tractor tends 

to rotate around posterior wheel axis. 

On the other hand, a universal ball joint allows the free rotation about its centre. With the same logic 

explained above, the associated spring is characterized by a high stiffness in the translational degrees 

of freedom, while the others are left free. The only other difference is that the two nodes defining the 

element extremities are coincident. 

Ball joints are used for the cabin connection to the driveline: there is one joint per corners, connected 

to the suspension system (Figure 2.18, the coincident-nodes spring is represented by a spiral and it is 

pointed out by the arrow). This allows the appropriate of the cabin joining with the chassis.  

 
Figure 2.18 Cabin suspension system, detailed view 

Horizontal hinges 

Lock 

pin 

Cabin suspension joints 
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The most remarkable example of this strategy is the kinematic of the front axle and steering system. 

The steering wheel is considered fixed during the rollover event. This assumption is correct because 

tractors are generally equipped with no-feedback hydraulic steering system, which means that external 

forces on tires are not able to steer the vehicle. Therefore, for a correct representation of this system is 

enough to use a line of 1D beam elements with two springs at the extremities representing tierod and 

its ball joints respectively. The inner joint is connected to the front axle, while the outer is fixed to the 

wheelhub. Then the wheel carrier is connected to the axle with two hinges acting as a steering kingpin 

and allowing the wheel rotation. 

Furthermore, this tractor is equipped with a system that allows the front axle to roll of a certain angle 

about a longitudinal axis. In the real case, a couple of rubber bump stop is installed on the driveline. 

Anyway, this would require the experimental characteristic of the rubber, which was not available. 

Therefore, to introduce this effect, the stiffness of the spring representing the roll axis is function of the 

roll angle and increases sharply near the limit angles.  

 

Figure 2.19 Front axle with kinematic steering system 

2.2.2.2 Added masses 

The scope of the work is to examine the mechanical behaviour of the tractor and its subsystem 

during a severe load condition, and this requires a big amount of computational power. With this is mind, 

it is understandable why it is important to detect which component can be simplified with the 

methodologies explained above. 

In view of this, the internal and external trim of the cabin are not present in the model, owing to their 

very poor contribution during the impact. The same applies for the steering wheel, pedals and instrument 

panels and rear-view mirrors. Although, their presence influences the dynamic of the fall and overturning 

and must be considered. This is done through the addition of distributed masses on the supporting 

components. Figure 2.20 shows where the masses are added and which component they represent. 

Tierod 

Roll hinge 

Kingpin axis 

Ball joint 
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This procedure was really useful for the driveline: adjusting these masses it was possible to obtain 

centre of gravity, total mass and inertia comparable with data of the real vehicle. In Table 2.3, it is show 

the correspondence between the real case and the FE model. 

 CoG real CoG FEM Error [mm] 

x [mm] 1022.4 933 89.4 

y [mm] 69.3 65 4.3 

z [mm] 3.7 5 -1.3 

Table 2.3 Driveline CoG comparison (real and FEM) 

 
Figure 2.20 Added masses 

2.2.3 Model non-linearities 

Up to know, from the topology point of view, the vehicle model is completed: all the subsystems are 

connected, masses and inertia have been corrected and kinematic joints are defined. The next step is 

to define some peculiar aspect of a crash analysis: material non linearities, failure modes and contact 

interfaces.  

2.2.3.1 Materials 

As mentioned above, the submodels available inside the company are deriving from linear implicit 

analysis. In this kind of FEM analysis, a material stress-strain relationship is described by a pure elastic 

ideal behaviour, therefore, it can be defined using just three parameters: young modulus (E), density (ρ) 

and Poisson’s ratio (ν).  

Main mirror 

Secondary 

mirror 

Internal trim 

Pedals 

Steering wheel 

External trim 

Instrument panel 
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Anyway, this kind of approximation is not acceptable for a crash analysis, hence high strain may 

occur on a component, going beyond the elastic region of the stress-strain curve. Thus, it is necessary 

to refine this model, taking into consideration also the behaviour after the yielding point (after point 2 in 

Figure 2.21). The Radioss solver has a nonlinear material model which allows the user to define the 

stress-strain relation of the plastic deformation part of the curve for different strain ratio. The elastic part 

is equal to the one described above for linear analysis.  

The glass material is even more refined: since the non-negligible effect of the glass stiffness during 

the simulation, it is important to correctly catch its deformation and rupture. Moreover, the real 

component is a sandwich structure with alternate layer of polymeric material and glass and should be 

carefully modelled. Then, it is fundamental also to use the appropriate glue characteristic3. 

 

 

Figure 2.21 Stress-Strain relation for a generic steel (Blue: true stress, red: engineering stress) [18] 

2.2.3.2 Contact interfaces 

Contact interfaces are a particular kind of boundary condition that can be applied to a model. In this 

study, mainly two different configurations are used: 

- Node to surf (Type 7 in Radioss) 

- Edge to edge (Type 11) 

Type 7 contact consists in the definition of a group of nodes and a set of surfaces. Then, during the 

simulation run, the solver checks whenever a node distance to the surface is lower than a threshold 

(minimum gap) and applies a repulsive force proportional to the penetration of the node in the gap. Type 

11 contact works in a similar way but with lines, preventing their intersection.  

 
3 Stress-strain curves, glass and glue model are provided by CNH Industrial. 
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As a matter of fact, a contact interface is the method which describes how a part behaves when 

coming in contact with another part or itself. A relevant example is the cabin-ground contact interface, 

which is particularly critical in the presented case. Moreover, to obtain an accurate physical 

representation, a friction coefficient defines how the parts coming in contact can slide. 

The last aspect to consider is the possible initial penetration: it may occur that some nodes are 

already too close to a surface at a distance lower than the minimum gap. This can give rise to stability 

problem; hence it is recommended to modify the mesh and/or the minimum gap to avoid this situation. 

It is worth to note that Radioss solver is able to provide the exchanged forces at the interfaces. This 

will result very useful when analysing the results. 

Finally, when this long process is complete, the model is ready for a crash simulation and the present 

discussion can move firstly to the description of the load case and, then, to the FE analysis results. 

The complete vehicle model is reported below in Figure 2.22 

 

Figure 2.22 Full vehicle model 

2.3 Loading condition 

The lateral overturning is the first object of this study and, so, a testing method should be defined. 

Anyway, among all type-approval safety tests prescribed for these vehicles, no rollover tests are 

present. Regulation concerns just static or quasi-static tests (see chapter 1.3). To this day, there is not 
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a standard procedure to follow for a FEM simulation of this critical situation, nor in regulation, nor in 

literature. 

For these reasons, as a starting point, it was decided to follow the ECE R66 test procedure, which 

concerns commercial busses. The ECE R66 is used to check that, in case of an overturning event, the 

structure is able to absorb the load so that there is no intrusion of any structural member into the vital 

space for driver and occupants. The test consists in the lateral rollover of the whole vehicle: the tested 

bus is initially parked on a tilting platform. Then the test bench starts to slowly rotate until the vehicle 

reaches an unstable position and falls under the sole effect of the gravity. The test regulation requires 

that the platform hinge is 800 𝑚𝑚 above the ground. The test schematic is shown in Figure 2.23. 

Anyway, analysing the results of the first FE simulations, the ECE R66 load case was considered too 

strict for this kind of vehicles, being very far from its mission. Statistics data reported before showed that 

overturning events usually occur on steep terrain, while the described test is more representative of a 

fall from a small cliff.  

As a consequence, the loadcase is modified to become more adherent to a real accident scenario: 

the tractor is positioned on an inclined plane as it is moving across a hillside. It is assumed that the 

tractor reaches the unstable condition under the action of external causes and then falls under the sole 

effect of gravity. 

The tractor can be considered as a rigid body from the start of the test up to the instant before impact 

with the ground and the FEM simulation can start just before the impact. Thus, it is necessary to resolve 

the rigid body motion of the vehicle from the unstable point to the impact instant, so that, three 

fundamental quantities can be obtained: the maximum inclination angle that can be sustained by the 

tractor without falling, the velocity and the position of the vehicle at the impact. 

 
Figure 2.23 ECE R66 test schematic 
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2.3.1 Free fall 

The mentioned assumption means that the fall can approximated as a rigid rotation around an axis 

r parallel to X and passing in point p (Figure 2.24). On this basis, the free fall starts when the tractor 

reaches (and goes over) the unstable equilibrium point, which is when the gravity force vector passes 

through the outer edge of the lowermost tire. 

This is true assuming that the load transfer does not affect the tire shape (the tyre is considered to 

behave as a rigid body, as the rest of the vehicle). This condition corresponds to the maximum angle 

which can be sustained by the tractor before overturning (α𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙), computed in eq.1 and, furthermore, 

the height of the centre of gravity from the ground at the beginning of the fall. 

 αroll = atan (

𝑤
2
𝑦0

) eq.1 

According to the definition of the unstable equilibrium point given before, the CoG coordinates at 

rollover start will then be: 

 { 

𝑥𝑢𝑠 = 𝑥0

𝑦𝑢𝑠 = 𝑦𝑟 + 𝑑
𝑧𝑢𝑠 = 𝑧𝑟

 eq.2 

Where 𝑟 is the distance between the CoG and the roll axis, thus defined as: 

 𝑑 = √(𝑦0 − 𝑦𝑟)2 + (𝑧0 − 𝑧𝑟)2 eq.3 

 
Figure 2.24 Free body diagram of the tractor (left: stable, right: point of unstable equilibrium) 

2.3.2 Impact on the ground 

Once the fall start condition is determined, it is possible to resolve the vehicle movement up to the 

impact point to determine its velocity. Given the previous assumptions of rigid body fall, the energy 

conservation theorem can be exploited: the initial potential energy is transformed into kinetic, allowing 

to retrieve the final angular velocity as follows:  
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 𝐸𝑝𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 = mgΔy = mg(𝑦𝑢𝑠 − 𝑦𝑖) eq.4 

 𝐸𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐 =
1

2
𝐼𝑥𝑥,𝑜𝑓𝑓ω2 eq.5 

 𝐸𝑝𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 𝐸𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐 eq.6 

Where: 

 𝐼𝑥𝑥,𝑜𝑓𝑓 = 𝐼𝑥𝑥_𝑣𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 + m𝑑2 eq.7 

Therefore, from eq.10, the angular velocity at impact is obtained: 

 ω = √
2𝑚𝑔Δy

𝐼𝑥𝑥,𝑜𝑓𝑓
 eq.8 

The values of the mass 𝑚 and the inertia 𝐼𝑥𝑥_𝑣𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒  are obtained from the FE model. The same 

applies for the coordinates of the centre of gravity at the impact: the tractor is positioned in the impact 

position and the CoG is extracted automatically by the FEM pre-processor. 

The procedure is repeated for three different plane angles: 10°, 20°, 30° with the aim of studying the 

effect of the terrain slope on the rollover event. 

The obtained angular velocity is applied as initial rotational velocity to the whole tractor model. 

2.3.3 Rear rollover 

The second loadcase studied is the rear rollover. This happens especially when the tractor is 

connected to a heavy trailer or the wheels are blocked: due to the high torque available at the wheel, it 

may occur that the posterior wheels stay still, while the whole tractor body rotates backwards. 

The simulation procedure is the same as described in the previous chapter, but the instantaneous 

rotation centre is no more the axis 𝑟 (Figure 2.24), but the posterior wheel axis, and, so, 𝑍 axis of the 

global reference frame.  

The initial velocity is computed again by means of the eq.8, where is still valid the relation Δ𝑦 = 𝑦𝑢𝑠 −

𝑦𝑖. The distance 𝑑, is instead given by the eq.9: 

 𝑑 = √(𝑥0 − 𝑥𝑠)2 + (𝑦0 − 𝑦𝑠)2 eq.9 

Especially for this load case, it is relevant the presence of a revolute joint between hub and wheel 

carrier, otherwise the dynamic of the problem would be influenced also by the posterior wheel inertia.  
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Figure 2.25 Rear rollover scheme (left: unstable equilibrium, right: impact) 

2.3.4 Master and include methodology 

The simulation setup consists in the appropriate relative positioning between the tractor and the 

platform models. Since different load cases are studied, it would not be practical to have both the models 

in the same Radioss file and rearrange them for each test setting.  

The solution is to exploit the master and include the methodology. The different models (tractor, 

platform and, in the second phase, the dummy) are defined in separate include file. The master file is a 

particular Radioss model which contains instruction about the presence of one or more include files. 

Inside the master file, the geometrical transformations and global contact interfaces are defined. 

In this specific case, firstly both the tractor and the platform are inclined, obtaining the desired slope, 

then the tractor is positioned in the impact position (sequence is reported in Figure 2.26). The impact 

configuration is also used to obtain the coordinates of the centre of gravity of the tractor, used in eq.8 

to calculate the angular velocity. 

Advantage of this concept is the possibility to manage and edit the single models separately, without 

changing their position in the master model or modifying include-to-include contact interfaces. On the 

other hand, it is practical when changing the impact plane slope. 

Moreover, it is possible to define the connection of two separate include files with common nodes. 

This technique is used, for example, for the belt attachment to the seat: two common nodes are defined 

in the driver include model (containing the belt), in correspondence of joint with the seat and a tolerance 

is specified. The solver, at the beginning of the simulation equivalences to the common node the nodes 

within the tolerance. 
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Figure 2.26 Sequence of rotations in the master file 

2.3.5 In-run energy check 

Since a simulation run is time and resource demanding, it is convenient to verify that the model is 

working correctly at the start and during the run, to avoid unnecessary waste of time. 

In fact, during a Radioss run, data about external forces work, kinetic, internal energy are accessible. 

So, the trend of this quantities gives an idea about the validity of the simulation. 

At the start the model should have a kinetic energy comparable with what computed in eq.5, then, 

it starts to increase, due to gravity force, until the impact. At this moment, the internal energy, which 

should be very close to zero, initiate to grow while the structure is deforming.  

Peaks or discontinuities in the energy curves should be carefully analysed since they are sign of 

possible problems in the model or boundary condition definition. 
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Chapter 3 Simulation results 

3.1 Load case 1: inclined plane 10° 

The rollover on 10° inclined plane is expected to be the loadcase which deforms less the cabin 

structure, due to the lower velocity at impact respect to the other two cases studied. Figure 3.1 

represents the tractor at simulation start.  

Energy variation during the simulation is reported in Figure 3.4. At the beginning of the simulation, 

the system has only kinetic energy (curves relative to total and kinetic energy starts in the same point). 

This energy should be comparable with the potential energy at the unstable equilibrium point (computed 

in eq.4). These values, reported Table 3.1, show the correctness of the boundary condition settings. 

Kinetic energy at t = 0 

FEM 𝐾 = 22369 𝐽 

Analytic solution 𝐾 = 22738 𝐽 

Table 3.1 Kinetic energy comparison 

Due to energy conservation theorem, along the simulation the total energy should follow eq.10: 

 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡(𝑡) = 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡(𝑡 = 0) + 𝑊𝑒𝑥𝑡 eq.10 

In this case it is confirmed by the output curves (Figure 3.4). The presence of minor deviation is due 

to the friction introduced in contact interfaces definition: since there is not the heat energy contribution, 

friction is “consuming” a little part of the system energy. 

Lastly, the total mass of the system is a fundamental parameter to check. In fact, the solver adds 

mass to elements when needed to keep time step under control: sharp changes in the model total mass 

are indication of possible problems, especially in the contact interfaces. The mass-time curve is reported 

in Figure 3.5. 

The coherence of all these considerations ensures the simulation stability and that it correctly 

represents the physical problem.  

The impact starts at about 𝑡 = 40 𝑚𝑠: contact and internal energies start to rise, while the kinetic 

energy is reducing. The first components coming in contact with the terrain are the tires, then, at 𝑡 =

 120 𝑚𝑠, the cabin impact with terrain (Figure 3.2). In Figure 3.6 internal energy of the three main cabin 

subsystems is analysed: is it worth noticing that the highest contribution is given by the external trims 

(especially the roof) and that the glasses are able to absorb a limited, but not negligible, amount of 

impact energy. These two components play a significant role in reducing the energy on the structural 

part of the cabin, helping to avoid intrusion in the clearance zone. 

The contact force between the cabin and the ground shows two peaks, one at 120 𝑚𝑠 and the other 

at 400 𝑚𝑠, corresponding to the first impact and the second bounce. These peaks are then followed by 

the two local maximum in the internal energy (Figure 3.6 again).  

In order to check the no-infringement of the driver’s vital space, in Figure 3.7 is reported the 

deformation of the cabin at the highest peak of internal energy: it is evident how the structure is able to 

support the load, leaving the occupant sufficient space.  
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Figure 3.3 reports the position of the vehicle at 𝑡 = 500 𝑚𝑠: the tractor is no more rolling but is sliding 

on the plane since the cabin is able to stop the rollover.  

 

Figure 3.1 Tractor at the start of simulation (t = 0 ms) 

 
Figure 3.2 Cabin hits the terrain (t = 120 ms) 
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Figure 3.3 Tractor at t = 500 ms 

 
Figure 3.4 Energies trend, (inclination = 10°) 

 
Figure 3.5 Total mass (inclination = 10°) 
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Figure 3.6 Cabin internal energy (inclination = 10°) 

 
Figure 3.7 Cabin at t = 0 ms (left) and t = 410 ms (right). Clearance zone envelope in grey 

3.2 Load case 2: Inclined plane 20° 

The second loadcase is analysed in a similar way. Firstly, the energy trends are checked to ensure 

the consistency of the simulation. Again, it is useful to compare the predicted initial energy with the 

model energy at 𝑡 = 0𝑚𝑠: Table 3.2 shows that there is a good correlation. 

Kinetic energy at t = 0 

FEM 𝐾 = 33582 𝐽 

Analytic solution 𝐾 = 34185 𝐽 

Table 3.2 Kinetic energy comparison 

The total mass curve in Figure 3.8 shows an extremely low amount of added mass during the 

simulation, while the energy trends in Figure 3.9 are similar to the previous case.  

For what concerns the cabin, even in this case, two main bounces are registered, corresponding to 

the two steps in the internal energy plot in Figure 3.10 and the deformation of the structure is studied 
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observing the distance between the two central pillar upper points. The minimum distance occurs at the 

highest energy peak around 450 𝑚𝑠: the pillar distance is reduced by just 6 𝑚𝑚. At this time also the 

highest deformation is reached (Figure 3.11). 

In Figure 3.12 is depicted the position of the tractor. Even in this case, the cabin is able to stop the 

rollover and protect the occupant. 

 
Figure 3.8 Total mass (inclination = 20°) 

 
Figure 3.9 Energy trends (inclination = 20°) 
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Figure 3.10 Cabin internal energy (inclination = 20°) 

 
Figure 3.11 Maximum cabin deformation (t = 450 ms) 

 
Figure 3.12 Tractor position at simulation end (t = 500 ms) 
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3.3 Load case 3: Inclined plane 30° 

The third loading condition corresponds to a rollover on a plane inclined of 30° respect to the 

horizontal. Due to the higher rotational velocity at impact, the simulation time is extended to 750 𝑚𝑠 to 

catch completely the second bounce. 

The mass curve and initial energy comparison both show the consistency of the simulation (in Figure 

3.13 and Table 3.3 respectively).  

Energy trends reported in Figure 3.14 are similar to the previous cases.  

Kinetic energy at t = 0 

FEM 𝐾 = 37611 𝐽 

Analytic solution 𝐾 = 38432 𝐽 

Table 3.3 Kinetic energy comparison 

The internal energy starts increasing at 70 𝑚𝑠: this is the impact start. Also in this case, the first 

component touching the plane is the tyre. The cabin, instead, hits the ground at 128𝑚𝑠: at this time the 

internal energy starts to rise (Figure 3.15). In the graph, two subsequent impacts are visible: after the 

impact the cabin hits the ground again around 470 𝑚𝑠: internal energy has a steep increase.  

In the last part of the simulation, the structural part of the cabin shows another increase in the internal 

energy, this is due to the tractor body rotation: now all the weight is compressing the right pillars.  

 
Figure 3.13 Model mass (Inclination = 30°) 
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Figure 3.14 Energy trends (Inclination 30°) 

 

 
Figure 3.15 Cabin internal energy (Inclination = 30°) 

The sequence Figure 3.16- Figure 3.20 shows the evolution of the simulation: at 185 𝑚𝑠 the cabin 

hits the ground, then the tractor “bounces” and at 370 𝑚𝑠 there is almost no contact with the terrain. 

The vehicles fall again, impacting at 550 𝑚𝑠. Lastly, the tractor slides down on the plane, up to 750 𝑚𝑠, 

when all the weight is supported by the cabin structure: roof trims are already deformed and do not 

absorb any other energy.  

It is interesting to notice that the only glass contributing to the cabin stiffness is the windshield (in 

blue and red in Figure 3.16). Lateral glasses are articulated respect to the structure and work as cabin 

doors, therefore, are connected to the structure just in three points and their contribution during the 

roller is limited. 

The graphical animation is consistent with the energy trend analysed above: impact and bounces 

happen in correspondence with internal energy peaks from Figure 3.15. 
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Figure 3.16 Tractor at t = 0 ms (simulation start) 

 
Figure 3.17 Tractor at t = 185 ms (first internal energy peak) 

 
Figure 3.18 Tractor at t = 370 ms (almost no contact with the ground) 
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Figure 3.19 Tractor at t = 550 ms (second impact) 

 
Figure 3.20 Tractor at t = 750 (all weight on left side pillars) 

The next step is to analyse the potential intrusion of the cabin inside the occupant space. In Figure 

3.21 is reported the pillar distance during the rollover: in correspondence of the two impact a reduction 

is registered. The deformation is limited to few millimetres and at 165 𝑚𝑠  the minimum distance is 

reached. 

Figure 3.22 reports the vertical deformation of the cabin: the right side is subjected to the higher load 

and exhibits the higher deformation, which is, in any case, less than 10 𝑚𝑚. Measurement points are 

shown in Figure 3.23. 

Lastly, possible penetrations inside the clearance zone are checked: Figure 3.24 reports the cabin 

shape in the two most critical instants (first and second impact on the ground). It is noticeable that even 

under the highest load, the structure is not collapsing, protecting the vital space of the occupant. 

Moreover, even in this case the external trims give a non-negligible positive contribution to absorb the 

impact energy. 
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Figure 3.21 Pillar distance as function of time 

 
Figure 3.22 Roof-pavement distance during the rollover 

 
Figure 3.23 Measurment points 
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Figure 3.24 Cabin deformation at t = 185 ms and t = 560 ms 

3.4 Load case 4: rear rollover 

This last simulation has the aim of analysing the cabin behaviour during rear rollover. The unstable 

equilibrium point is nearer to the impact position respect to the lateral rollover; therefore, since both 

Δ𝑦𝐶𝑜𝐺 is significantly smaller, the impact velocity will be reduced. 

Also in this loadcase, it is necessary to look for eventual discontinuities in the energy trends and 

model mass: both data is reported in Figure 3.25 and Figure 3.26 respectively.  

The peak of the internal energy is at 160 𝑚𝑠. After this instant, the derivative of the external forces 

work changes sign: the tractor is bouncing; this non-realistic event shows a limit of the adopted tire 

model. 

Anyway, the cabin energy absorption can be considered acceptable. Since the tractor is symmetric 

respect to 𝑥𝑦 plane, the impact is evenly distributed on the rear upper bean: the cabin is able to absorb 

a considerable amount of energy (Figure 3.27), with a limited deformation. Figure 3.27 shows the cabin 

at 𝑡 =  160 𝑚𝑠. 

 
Figure 3.25 Cabin absorbed energy (rear rollover) 
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Figure 3.26 Model mass 

 
Figure 3.27 Cabin absorbed energy 

 
Figure 3.28 Tractor position at t = 160 ms (left) and cabin deformation (right) 
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3.5 Consideration on the simulation results 

This set of simulation gives a precise idea on the cabin structure behaviour. Firstly, it is evident that the 

structure deformation is extremely limited: the cabin is able to maintain a sufficient vital space around 

the occupant in all three load conditions. 

Secondly, it is worth noting that the presence of external trims and finishing has a positive effect, 

contributing for a considerable part to the absorbed energy. 

Finally, it is necessary to understand the interaction between the cabin system and the occupant, this 

will be the object of the next chapters.  
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Chapter 4 Dummy introduction 

It is now possible to exploit the tractor model for a more refined analysis: a rigid body dummy model 

is positioned seated in the tractor cabin. The main objective of this second phase is the study of the 

interaction between the occupant and the cabin during the rollover. 

In Europe, the seatbelt is mandatory on new tractors since 2005, as seen in chapter 1.1, and various 

pubblications agree on the important role of the restraining system [1], [9]. Therefore, this simulation 

investigates also this subsystem influence. 

4.1 Dummy model 

Since the objective is a preliminary study on the interaction between the cabin, it is not necessary to 

implement a complete human body model, but a rigid body dummy is sufficient. This kind of model is 

composed by a series of rigid bodies connected by spherical joints (described in paragraph 2.2.2.1), it 

is shown in Figure 4.1. The joints stiffnesses are defined according to experimental data relative to real 

human bodies. This dummy model used is the Hybrid III 50% percentile included in the Altair Radioss 

software package. 

This simplified dummy is enough to ensures a human-like kinematic behaviour and has a very low 

computational cost. The main intervention to integrate it in the tractor was the correct positioning on the 

seats and a general review of the joints, to ensure their correct orientation and the presence of realistic 

limit angles in the articulations. Figure 4.2 reports the cabin with the dummy positioned on the seat. The 

seat model is equipped also with a 2-point restraining system. 

 
Figure 4.1 Dummy model (right: spirals are the articulation joints) 
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Figure 4.2 Dummy inside the cabin(left), dummy positioned on the seat (right) 

4.2 New boundary conditions 

In order to fine-tune the simulation, the assumption used in the first phase of the work are reviewed: 

the tractor kinematic is investigated to determine the maximum working slope and the hypothesis of rigid 

body fall is discussed for the dummy.  

4.2.1 Plane limit inclination 

The tractor object of this work is equipped with a rolling front axis. This means that the front axis can 

pivot respect to the vehicle body around a longitudinal axis up to a certain angle, then a rubber bumpstop 

locks its rotation. Therefore, it is now necessary to make some considerations on the tractor stability to 

find the limit value for the plane inclination that can be sustained in normal working condition. 

The rollover phenomenon is composed by two phases. Firstly, the front axis is free to roll, and the 

tractor behaves as a three wheeled vehicle: the vehicle is stable as long as the vertical projection of its 

centre of gravity is inside the triangle formed by the centre of the contact patch of the posterior wheels 

and the projection of the pivot of the front axle. 

Referring to the schematic in Figure 4.3, if a positive rotation around x is applied to the supporting 

plane, the vehicle reaches an unstable point if the CoG shifts along 𝑧 until it exits from the triangle. At 

this point, the vehicle body starts to roll, and the upper posterior wheel loses contact with terrain. This 

condition does not imply a vehicle rollover: the overturning happens only if the plane is so inclined that 

axis pivot reaches its bumpstop (the tractor now behaves as a four wheeled rigid vehicle), and the CoG 

goes over the axis passing through the outer edge of lower tires (as assumed in chapter 2.3.1).  

This discussion allows to compute the maximum terrain inclination that can be sustained. Exploiting 

the similar triangles properties (eq.11), it is computed the max Δ𝑧, then, with reference to Figure 4.4, 

α𝑙𝑖𝑚 is computed in eq.13. 
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𝑡
2

𝑤𝑏
=

Δ𝑧

𝑤𝑏 − 𝑥0
 eq.11 

   

 Δ𝑧 =
𝑡/2

𝑤𝑏

(𝑤𝑏 − 𝑥0) eq.12 

   

 
α𝑙𝑖𝑚 = arctan (

Δ𝑧

𝑦0
) = 27,6° 

 

eq.13 

Consequently, this is the angle that will be used as plane inclination in this second phase of the work. 

 
Figure 4.3 Equilibrium schematic, top view 

 
Figure 4.4 Unstable condition, three or four wheeled vehicle 
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4.2.2 Dummy position at the impact 

The impact position of the tractor is defined under the assumption of rigid body motion described in 

chapter 2.3. The same has to be proven to be valid also for the occupant. By far, the best option to 

resolve the issue would be a multi-body analysis, anyway, this is beyond the scope of this work. As a 

consequence, the most efficient solution is to exploit the available models and running a sort of pre-

simulation as explained in the following. 

The tractor model is modified and made rigid, except for the seat where the dummy is positioned. 

Now, the simulation will not start from the impact position as before but with the tractor laying on the 

inclined plane. The initial rotational velocity is computed so that the tractor will reach the unstable point 

of equilibrium with almost zero velocity and then will fall. Moreover, it is hinged to the plane, ensuring it 

follows an ideal circular trajectory. 

4.2.2.1 Pre-simulation results 

In Figure 4.5 the position of the tractor and dummy at the beginning and at the end of the simulation 

is reported. It is worth noticing that the dummy is following the movement of the seat quite closely. 

Figure 4.6 focuses on the dummy movement during the run: the posture reaches a maximum 

deviation from the initial condition at 570 𝑚𝑠 and then recovers part of this deformation during the 

remaining part of the fall. This condition occurs just after the tractor centre of gravity reaches the 

maximum height and then starts to fall down: whereas the vehicle is following a circular trajectory, the 

occupant tends to follow a straight path. The seatbelt is keeping it in position. 

At 570 𝑚𝑠 the tractor is just over the equilibrium point, this is confirmed by the graph on the right in 

Figure 4.7: the marked point is after the kinetic energy minimum, which corresponds to the instant when 

the tractor centre of gravity is in the highest point and starts to fall down: the slope of external forces 

work (gravity work) changes sign: while the tractor is falling, the gravity contribution to the total energy 

is positive and leads to a kinetic energy increase.  

 
Figure 4.5 Tractor position at t=0ms (left) and t=1370ms (right) 
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Figure 4.6 Dummy position on the seat at t=0ms (left), t = 570ms (centre), t=1370ms (right) 

 
Figure 4.7 Tractor ad dummy position at t = 570 ms (left), energy trend during the fall (right) 

4.2.2.2 Influence of the restraining system 

 
Figure 4.8 Belt contact force 
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To evaluate the contribution of the belt in keeping the occupant in the correct position on the seat, 

the contact force between the dummy and the belt is observed: in Figure 4.8 the contact force is 

reported. The force increases up to a maximum of 900 N which occurs just before the tractor fall start, 

in accordance with the analysis carried out above. Moreover, the force increases again in the instant 

before the impact, due to the dummy inertia. 

Then, the seatbelt is removed, and the same simulation is run again. The position of the dummy 

during the fall is reported in the sequence of images in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.11. The occupant, without 

the restraining system, is thrown against the window and is exiting the clearance zone: at 552 𝑚𝑠 it 

impacts the lateral window with the head. Moreover, in the last phase of the fall, the velocity of the tractor 

is higher respect to the occupant, and the mannequin is projected to the roof. 

It is evident that in absence of restraining system, the movement of the occupant inside the cabin is 

aleatory and makes almost impossible the implementation of an effective strategy of   

 
Figure 4.9 Dummy position at t = 408 ms and t = 492 ms 

 
Figure 4.10 Position of the dummy at t = 552 ms (impact on the glass), front and side view 
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Figure 4.11 Dummy position at t = 1302 ms and t = 1370 ms (impact instant) 

In conclusion, the result of this preliminary simulation shows that the hypothesis of rigid body fall can 

be extended also to the dummy model only if it is wearing the seatbelt. In this case, the initial position 

will then be determined by a rigid rotation of the entire model in Hypercrash, then the initial velocity is 

computed again with eq.8. 

4.3  Results with the dummy 

When the occupant is wearing the seatbelt, its position at the impact instant can be obtained by a 

rigid rotation, in accordance with the assumptions made in the previous paragraph and the pre-

simulation results shown in Figure 4.6. Therefore, the position at the start of the simulation is as shown 

in Figure 4.12. 

The consistency of the simulation is confirmed by the model mass curve (Figure 4.13). The step 

visible in the graph is just apparent: the mass is increased of less than 0,1 𝑘𝑔, extremely low compared 

to the total of more than 5700 𝑘𝑔. Energy curves in Figure 4.14 do not exhibit discontinuities and show 

trend similar to all other simulations. 

 
Figure 4.12 Tractor and dummy position at t = 0 ms 
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Figure 4.13 Model mass during the simulation 

 
Figure 4.14 Energy trends (rollover with dummy) 

The discussion of the results will now focus on the occupant, since the cabin behaviour is very similar 

to what described in chapter 3.3. 

During the rollover, the dummy bends toward the right side of the vehicle, until the head hits the 

lateral pillar at 226 𝑚𝑠.   

After the head impact, the neck is bent forward and right, reaching the most critical condition at 𝑡 =

 200 𝑚𝑠. Then tends to bend on the left, reaching its maximum deviation from the seat at 𝑡 =  530 and 

starts to oscillate around the central position, without impacting any other structural member. The 

sequence of this movements is reported in Figure 4.15-Figure 4.17, while Figure 4.18 is a full cabin view 

of the head impact instant.  

It is interesting to underline that the seat is permanently deformed in the direction of the fall: even 

after the springback, there is a residual deformation. 
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Figure 4.15 Dummy position at t = 0 ms and t = 190 ms 

 
Figure 4.16 Dummy position at t = 230 (pillar impact) and t = 200 (max neck bending) 

 
Figure 4.17 Dummy position at t = 460 ms and t = 530 ms 
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Figure 4.18 Dummy hits the cabin at t = 226 ms 

As in the pre-simulation, the belt contact force curve is discussed: Figure 4.19 shows a growth of 

the force until 200 𝑚𝑠: this is due to the fact that while the seat is decelerating due to the vehicle impact 

with the ground, the dummy tends to continue its fall: the seatbelt is responsible for keeping the occupant 

in position, even if the torso is bending as shown above. After this peak, the occupant tends to remain 

stationary respect to the seat and therefore the contact force of the seatbelt is reduced. 

 

Figure 4.19 Belt contact force  
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Chapter 5 Future perspectives 

The present work is concluded by the analysis of some proposals to improve tractor passive safety, 

based on the FEM simulation results. 

Firstly, it has to be underlined the positive effect of the restraining system: an effective use of the 

seatbelt is crucial to ensure an appropriate level of occupant safety and, therefore, it is necessary to 

train users to always wear the seatbelt. A consistent part of the fatalities concerns, in fact, drivers that 

were not wearing the seatbelt. This is in accordance with the simulations output: the absence of the 

seatbelt nullifies any kind of protective strategy: enforcing the obligation to all drivers would have a major 

impact on death probability. 

However, even if the seatbelt is used appropriately, it may not be enough: chapter 4.3 shows that 

the dummy hits the cabin anyway. Therefore, it is necessary to refine the FE model, including also the 

internal trims and all the command consoles. Both this element will interact with the occupant during the 

rollover and it will be useful to analyse the central pillar trim contribution to the absorbed energy.  

On the other hand, the seat deformation can be reduced, introducing stiffer element: the support 

deformation is contributing to the movement of the occupant towards the pillar. Moreover, the seat could 

be provided with 3-point pre-tensioned seatbelt and a system with the aim of limiting the neck elongation: 

lateral airbags or a more warp-around headrest and backrest. 

Finally, to deepen the damage to the occupant due to impact or acceleration, a more sophisticated 

human body model could be included, since the rigid body dummy has shown several limitations and it 

is suitable just for preliminary studies. 

In conclusion, the main underlying idea is to extend more and more full-scale vehicle modelling for 

impact simulation on this kind of vehicles, adopting automotive-like passive safety methodologies. 
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Conclusions 

The present work  shown how the tractor rollover is one the major causes of death in agriculture, 

especially in Italy. Many factors influence incident probability and severity: absence of ROPS and non-

use of the seatbelt are two crucial aspects, emerging both from statistical data and FE simulations.  

The innovative adoption of FE simulation in the study of this phenomena led to the building of a full 

vehicle model for crash analysis of the New Holland T5 tractor. During the model construction several 

simplification and assumption were tested and discussed, examining the simulation results. The result 

of this process is a FE model which is a good compromise in term of accuracy and computational cost, 

suitable for crash applications. 

The model is exploited to virtually test different rollover scenario, studying its ability to absorb energy 

and effectiveness in leaving a sufficient clearance zone around the driver. 

The second phase of the work concerns the introduction of a dummy model in the cabin. First of all, 

the tractor stability is discussed to determine the limit working condition by means of kinematic analysis: 

a three-wheel vehicle model is adopted for this purpose. At this point, the position of the dummy during 

the rollover is discussed: appropriate simplified simulations are used to determine the position of the 

dummy by means of a rigid tractor model: these results will then be used to define the boundary 

conditions of the impact simulation.  

The dummy interaction with the cabin is investigated, emphasising the seatbelt contribution: the 

absence or non-use of the restraining system makes useless all occupant protection strategy and its 

adoption should be enforced. 

In conclusion, the main limitations of the actual tractor model are depicted, detailing possible 

refinements. Moreover, different possible cabin improvement solutions are listed: this work can then be 

regarded as a preliminary study, developing a new approach toward tractor passive safety adopted 

inside CNH Industrial. 
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